
 

DASSY® DYNAX PAINTERS (201019)

PAINTER TROUSERS WITH STRETCH AND
KNEE POCKETS

Dynamise your work with the DASSY® DYNAX PAINTERS. The modern
and practical design perfectly meets the needs of painters and
plasterers. For instance, the leg pocket has been specifically
designed in function of their tools. Furthermore, the triple stretch
guarantees an excellent freedom of movement : 1. main fabric with
mechanical stretch + 2. ultra durable Cordura® Stretch knee pockets
+ 3. extremely flexible stretch inserts at crotch, back of knees and at
the back below the waistband.

Product details

- 4-way stretch at the back below the waistband, crotch and at back
of the knees
- adjustable Cordura®Stretch knee pockets
- multifunctional belt loop
- pockets reinforced with Cordura®

- 2 front pockets
- back pocket with flap
- open back pocket
- leg pocket
- Cordura® leg pocket for painting tools
- pen holder
- ruler pocket
- utility knife pocket
- D-ring
- mobile phone pocket
- removable ID card holder
- zip-up safety pocket
- reflective details
- adjustable back elastic
- tailored fit
- lowered waist
- three-needle stitching
- contrast stitching
- large hem (extra 5 cm)
- concealed jeans button and zipper
- tested for harmful substances according to OEKO-TEX® Standard
100 (0910058/Centexbel)

 
Symbols

 
Quality: 

PESCO 41
65% polyester/35% cotton , +/- 245 g/m²
PASPA 01 - STRETCH FABRIC
88% polyamide/12% elastane , +/- 260 g/m²
knee pockets: nylon Cordura® Stretch
reinforcement: nylon Cordura®

mechanical stretch fabric
 
Colours
white/anthracite grey (5142)

 
Sizes
BE-FR-ES STANDAARD 36-66 MINUS 40-54 PLUS 40-54
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ STANDAARD 42-67 MINUS 46-58 PLUS 46-58
UK STANDAARD 28-52 MINUS 31-43 PLUS 31-43
NO-FI-EE-LT-IS STANDAARD C42-C67 MINUS C46-C58 PLUS 
C46-C58

 
Washing instructions
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Certificates

certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable knee
pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS knee
pads

 
Colours

 5142
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